
IGRF Limited Bolt Action Rifle (B) (5684) 
 
Gun Bolt action centrefire rifles only. Minimum calibre of 6mm/.243 up to any calibre that 

complies with range limitations of the venue at which the event is being hosted. Maximum 
weight of rifle including sights and all fitted accessories is 6.5kg. Adjustable cheek-piece and 
butt-plate permitted. Muzzle brakes are not permitted. Sound moderators are permitted, 
provided that the total weight of rifle outfit including the sound moderator complies with 
6.5kg limit. Bipods and all other accessories must remain fitted to the rifle for the entire 
duration of the match. The use of slings is prohibited.  

 
Targets   B1 or B1 Modified (subject to availability). 
 
Sights Any, with the exception of lasers which project onto the target itself. No spotting scopes 

allowed. 
 

Positions  Standing unsupported, Sitting no artificial support, Prone from bipod. 
 
Course of Fire  36 shots, no sighters. 
 
Sighters  There are no sighting shots at any distance. 
 
Practice 1 (100 yds) Standing Unsupported. 12 shots in 5 minutes. Time to include mandatory reload. Shooters 

will be ordered to load with up to 6 rounds, make ready and adopt the standing alert 
position. On target appearance, shooters are to engage the target with 12 rounds from the 
standing unsupported position. Scores will be communicated to the FP and spotting discs 
shown for 30 seconds. 

 
Practice 2 (200 yds) Sitting, no artificial support. 12 shots in 5 minutes. Time to include mandatory reload. 

Shooters will be ordered to load with up to 6 rounds, make ready and adopt the sitting 
unsupported position. On target appearance, shooters are to engage the target with 12 
rounds from the sitting unsupported position. Scores will be communicated to the FP and 
spotting discs shown for 30 seconds. 

 
Practice 3 (300 yds) Prone from bipod. 12 shots in 5 minutes. Time to include mandatory reload. Shooters will be 

ordered to load with up to 6 rounds, make ready and adopt the prone supported position. 
On target appearance, shooters are to engage the target with 12 rounds from the prone 
supported position. Scores will be communicated to the FP and spotting discs shown for 30 
seconds. 

 
Scoring Scoring rings – X, 10, 9, 8, 7 - any hits on the black part of the target outside the scoring rings 

will score a 6. Maximum possible score is 360 / 36X. 
 
Ties  To be decided on total X count, if this is not conclusive, count back at Practice 1, then 

Practice 2 then Practice 3 in that order.  
 
Standards  There are no standards for this event. 
   
Notes: IGRF Limited Bolt Action (B) is an adapted version of the event for use on ranges with ‘rising’ 

targets and butt markers (e.g. such as at Bisley UK) where limitations on available range 
space and time constraints are also factored in. 

 


